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Questions for Thought and Discussion
















How should we balance response to disease crises such as outbreaks, with
investment in health infrastructure that could prevent outbreaks? Does your
answer depend on whether you are thinking about your own country or
another one, and if so, why?
How do infectious diseases differ from other diseases?
What infectious disease are you most afraid of? Why?
What infectious disease are you most likely to be exposed to? How, and why?
What is the last infectious disease that you had? Do you know how and
where you contracted it? Do you know if you passed it on to anyone else?
Had you tried to do anything to prevent it? Did you try to reduce your
symptoms or shorten your infectious period? How?
Has your position on vaccination changed after reading this book?
What diseases are emerging right now? Are they similar to any of the case
studies discussed in the book? How do they differ?
How has the response to infectious diseases changed over history?
How can we use evolutionary principles with current or ancient genomes to
understand the origin and history of infectious diseases?
Under what circumstances, if any, do you feel that it is appropriate to impose
disease control measures (isolation, quarantines, vaccination) on individuals
for their own good or for the good of the public?
Where does infectious disease come from?
What are the trade-offs between managing diseases through human
behaviour change vs. biomedical approaches (vaccination, treatment) vs.
modifying the environment?
What are the trade-offs between managing disease by closing the encounter
filter (quarantine, isolation, hygiene) vs. the compatibility filter (vaccine,
prophylactic treatments)?
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